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Introduction

Disaggregating “Digital”...

Education and skills: curriculum, qualifications, practice;

Digital society and culture;

Public (mis)understanding of digital and tech;

Policymakers who “get” digital;

Innovation and the digital economy;

National digital/data infrastructure;

Rethinking public service delivery;

Role of universities, prof bodies, etc;

Future generations: new ways of working, sustainability and
resilience.

So...

What does this mean for Wales?
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Education & Skills
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Technology & Infrastructure
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Digital Wales 2030...2040...2050...?

So Where Next?

An opportunity to reset?

New models for innovation, services and governance:

No longer...closed, top-down, bureaucratic and paper-based
transactional models;

Now...online, integrated [digital] services that encourage a new kind
of interaction between citizens and “the state”...

...GaaS/GaaP?

Citizen-centered (user-led design) – stop repeating past mistakes;

Co-creation of projects and outcomes;

It feels like we have many of the pieces in Wales...

So how does this all come together?
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Digital Wales 2030...2040...2050...?

Wales as a Digital Testbed

Government cannot – and should not – provide all the
answers;

Engaging citizens/communities across Wales

Culture, education and skills

Connected (secure) digital/data infrastructure

Global visibility, promote our successes

Long-term vision/goals (our “grand challenges”?)
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Diolch! (and Questions)

@ProfTomCrick
proftomcrick.com
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